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Abstract

We study the center of mass motion of single endodermal Hydra cells in two kinds of cellu-
lar aggregates: endodermal and ectodermal. The mean square displacement displays anomalous
super-di�usion with 〈x2〉∼ t� where �¿1. The velocity distribution function is non-Gaussian and
�ts well the q-distribution function of velocities within the framework of the non-extensive ther-
mostatistics proposed by Tsallis. Our results indicate that cell motion in two-dimensional cellular
aggregates can be described by a “correlated-type” anomalous di�usion. c© 2001 Published by
Elsevier Science B.V.

PACS: 87.18.Ed; 87.17.Jj; 87.15.Vv; 05.90.+m
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1. Introduction

Morphogenesis and wound healing in multicellular organisms require movement of
individual cells or tissue masses from one part of the body to another. Cell migra-
tion also plays a signi�cant role in many pattern formation phenomena like cell-
sorting, tissue engulfment, aggregation of amoeba and collective motion of bacteria.
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Previous studies of cell locomotion of eukaryotic cells have focused on the dynamics
of single cells or groups of cells on adhesive substrates. Typically, these studies employ
non-interacting cells in well-de�ned surroundings. Most earlier work on cell motion has
observed normal di�usive motion [1,2] and Gaussian velocity distributions. Recently,
Czirok et al. [3] found exponential velocity distributions for non-interacting cells on
substrates.
Cell motion is driven by protrusions that probe the local environment. These are

due to the polymerization–deploymerization of cytoskeletal actin �laments near the
leading edge of the cell membrane. How a cell moves may depend strongly on what
kind of environment it is in. During in vitro cell-sorting or in vivo cellular reorganiza-
tion during development [4], cells directly contact other cells of the same or di�erent
types. Cells moving in a compact aggregate of other cells interact strongly with one
another and each cell’s movement depends on the local environment within the tis-
sue. Many factors, including adhesion (due to adhesion molecules on the surface of
cells), internal cytoskeletal dynamics, elasticity of the cell membrane and collective
motion due to the close packed nature of the aggregates, all a�ect cell motion. A
detailed study of the dynamics of cell motion within a surrounding tissue is lacking
and several questions are unanswered. Little is known about the statistical mechanics
of single cell motion in cellular aggregates of di�erent types. Does the type of sur-
roundings qualitatively a�ect the nature of the observed statistics or does it only quan-
titatively alter speci�c parameter values? In this paper, we have attempted to obtain a
complete physical description (dynamics and thermodynamics) of cell motion within
aggregates.
We study the statistical properties of the two-dimensional motion of single endo-

dermal Hydra cells in two di�erent aggregate types—endodermal and ectodermal. As
our experimental system, we use the freshwater polyp Hydra viridissima—a simple
organism consisting of only two main cell types. Hydra is also a good model for
development in general, as a dissociated and reconstituted mixture of Hydra tissues
eventually regenerates to form a functional animal. A Hydra consists of a cylindri-
cal body column with two layers of cells (inner—endoderm and outer—ectoderm)
separated by extracellular matrix—the mesoglea which holds the two layers together.
Previous experiments with Hydra tissues have shown that, from initial random mixtures
of the two tissues, endodermal cells sort to the center of the aggregates and ectodermal
cells form a surrounding layer [5]. Further, if an endodermal aggregate is placed in
contact with an ectodermal aggregate, the ectoderm will engulf the endoderm. Indirect
measurement of relative surface adhesivity show that the adhesion energies are in the
order E(endo–endo)¿E(endo–ecto)¿E(ecto–ecto) [5]. Here, the endo–endo contacts
are the most cohesive. Rieu et al. tracked cell motion in Hydra aggregates during
sorting of the two cell types in randomly mixed aggregates [6]. Our simpler experi-
ment analyzes the motion of single cells in non-sorting environments to elucidate the
mechanism of cell motion independent of sorting.
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2. Experimental methods

We cultured the Hydra at 18◦C in Hydra medium [7], fed them �ve times a week
with Artemia naupli shrimp and starved them for 24–36 h before experiments. We
dissociated the Hydra into single cells using a standard protocol and formed aggregates
by pelleting [6]. After removing the heads and feet from a group of 8–10 animals, we
separated the inner and outer layers of the body column using Procaine-HCl [8]. We
dissociated the endoderm and ectoderm separately, then �ltered the cell suspension
using a 53 �m nylon mesh and centrifuged it at 250 g for 5 min to sediment and
collect the epithelial cell pellets.
We observed two situations: (A) endodermal cells in an endodermal aggregate and

(B) endodermal cells in an ectodermal aggregate. For case (A), we used pure endo-
dermal aggregates and for case (B), we mixed a small percentage of endodermal cells
into ectodermal aggregates. We cut the pellets into fragments about 1 mm in diam-
eter and clamped them between cover-glass pairs with 25 �m width spacers to form
essentially two-dimensional aggregates. We placed the cover-glass assembly in a petri
dish containing culture medium and observed it with a confocal microscope (Olympus
1× 70(KrAr-SP1), Japan). Hydra viridissima shows good contrast between unstained
endodermal and ectodermal cells due to the auto-�uorescence of endodermal cells. We
imaged the endodermal cells in the aggregate interior to track the cell center-of-mass
and membrane �uctuations. As only about 50% of the endodermal cells �uoresce, we
could also study pure endodermal aggregates.
We recorded the two-dimensional motion of several sets of cells for both the cases

(A) and (B). The magni�cation was adjusted to obtain a set of 15–30 cells in one �eld
of view. A confocal microscope took digitized images directly at intervals of 30 s. There
is almost no auto-�uorescence in the ectodermal cells or the non-�uorescent population
of endodermal cells, thereby making the background quite dark and producing very
good contrast. We also took transmitted light images where all the cells are visible in
order to visualize the general movement patterns in a particular part of the aggregate.
We analyzed the images using NIH-Image, FORTRAN and MATLAB software to
obtain the time series of the center of mass of each �uorescently labeled cell and used
these coordinates to calculate several relevant statistics.

3. Results

From the time-lapse transmitted light images of all cells in a particular �eld of
view, it is evident that several neighboring cells in parts of the aggregate display
highly correlated motion. Qualitatively, we can see this correlation as regions of the
aggregate moving together collectively. Cell motion within di�erent types of aggregates,
in the presence or absence of collective modes, has never been quanti�ed before. In the
following, we present our detailed analysis of the statistical properties of the observed
motion.
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Fig. 1. 〈r2〉 vs. t plot for endodermal cells in an endodermal aggregate (�lled symbols) and endodermal
cells in an ectodermal aggregates (open symbols). The solid line has a slope of 1.2 while the dashed line
has a slope of 1.0 (which would represent normal di�usion).

For each experiment, we averaged the cell displacements, 〈r2(t)〉 = 〈(x(t0 + t) −
x(t0))2 + (y(t0 + t) − y(t0))2〉, over all cells in the set (typically 15–30). The mean
squared displacement (or variance) is given by

〈r2(t)〉= Dt� ; (1)

where D is an e�ective di�usivity; and � is an exponent which can be greater than,
less than or equal to one. Previous studies of cell motion on substrates [1] or cell
motion in three-dimensional aggregates [2] found normal di�usive behavior (� = 1).
In our experiments, we obtain � = 1:23 ± 0:1. � is always greater than or close to 1,
indicating that these cells undergo normal to super-di�usive motion. In experiments
with � close to 1, cells execute a biased random walk because the drift velocity V =
〈r〉=t is non-zero. In fact, the drift is very small compared to √〈r〉2 (less than 10%).
Fig. 1 shows the variance of displacement as a function of time, 〈r2〉 vs. t, for sample
experiments. These plots show that the e�ective di�usion constant (y-axis intercept)
of the endo–endo (ed) case is smaller than the endo–ecto (ec) case. The endodermal
cells have higher root mean squared speeds in an ectodermal aggregate than in an
endodermal aggregate, Vec∼ 100 �m=h; Ved∼ 60�m=h, consistent with our intuition that
cells will move faster in a less cohesive environment. Endo–endo cell contacts are
more adhesive than endo–ecto contacts, increasing the e�ective viscosity of the cellular
medium traversed by the endodermal cell. Recent experiments by Forgacs et al. [9] have
shown that an aggregate of cells behaves like a viscoelastic medium. More adhesive
cells show a higher e�ective viscosity, consistent with our observations.
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Fig. 2. (a) Temporal auto-correlation function, C(t), of the cell velocities, as a function of time interval (t).
The solid line is a �t to a power law. (b) Average spatial correlation function, C(r), of the cell velocities
as a function of the distance (r) between cell pairs. The solid line is a �t to an exponential function.

Examples of anomalous di�usion can be found in di�usion of tracers in turbulent
�uids [10], di�usion of micelles [11], surface growth and di�usion in porous media [12].
The anomalous exponent can either be �¡1, corresponding to sub-di�usion, or �¿1,
which corresponds to super-di�usion. Super-di�usion (if �¿1, as in our experiments)
can be of two kinds: Levy-type (broad distributions with diverging �rst or second
moment) and correlated type (due to long-range correlations). Anomalous di�usion
can be induced by temporal or spatial correlations [13]. If the correlations decay more
rapidly than t−1, they do not a�ect the dynamics, di�usion is normal. On the other
hand, if the correlations scale as t−k with k¡1, they modify the typical behavior
of the variance, enhancing di�usion. In our experiments, we calculated the temporal
auto-correlation functions of the velocities, C(t), and �t it to a power law. For large t,
we observe C(t)∼ t−k with k ∼ 0:9, suggesting that temporal correlations could be the
cause of anomalous di�usion. Fig. 2(a) shows the data for temporal correlations with a
power-law �t. Spatial correlations can also change the dynamics. For space dimensions,
d, larger than 2, only long range correlations give rise to anomalous di�usion. But if
d62, even weak correlations can induce anomalous di�usion [13]. Fig. 2(b) shows
short range spatial correlations of the cell velocities. The correlation length is on the
order of 10–15 �m (one to two cell diameters).
We studied the underlying thermodynamics of the motion, by calculating the

probability distribution function of the velocities. Over small time scales (�t =
30 s), the velocity distributions are non-Gaussian (unlike Boltzmann thermodynamics).
Fig. 3(a) shows a histogram of the speeds with a �t to a Maxwell distribution. The
experimental distribution has a heavier tail, with a signi�cantly greater number of
high velocity events than predicted by Maxwell–Boltzmann thermodynamics. We also
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Fig. 3. (a) Probability distribution function (PDF) of cell speeds. The solid line is a �t to the Maxwell
distribution of speeds for a Brownian particle: F(V ) = aV exp(−bV 2). (b) PDF of the angles between
successive orientations of the cell displacements.

calculated the histogram of angles between orientations of the velocity vector at succes-
sive observation times, as shown in Fig. 3(b). A large percentage of events have angles
less than 30◦, rather than a �at distribution which would result from randomly dis-
tributed successive orientations. Thus the cell velocities have non-random direction and
speed components. Clearly, Boltzmann thermodynamics are not su�cient to explain our
observed results.
Generalization of Maxwell–Boltzmann thermodynamics provides a framework for

understanding anomalous di�usion of Levy-type distributions [14] and correlated-type
di�usion [15,16]. This generalized thermodynamics derives from the non-extensive
entropy introduced by Tsallis [17]:

Sq =
1− ∫

dx[f(x)]q

q− 1 ; (2)

where q is a parameter quantifying the degree of non-extensivity and f(x) is the
probability distribution function. The limit of q → 1 recovers the regular Gibbs
entropy S =− ∫

f ln(f) dx. Optimizing Sq under normalization and mean energy con-
straints yields a generalized probability density function as well as the q-distribution
of velocities [18]:

F(v) = Aq

[
1− (1− q)�mv

2

2

]1=1−q
: (3)

where v is the velocity of the di�using species. Here � and m do not represent the actual
temperature or mass, but rather denote an e�ective mobility. The temperature is not that
of the surroundings, as the motion is not thermally driven—it is an e�ective temperature
representing the cytoskeletal activity driven by nucleotide hydrolysis. Again, the case
of q→ 1 recovers regular Maxwell–Boltzmann thermodynamics with Gaussian velocity
distributions.
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Fig. 4. PDF for the horizontal component of velocity for endodermal cells in an ectodermal aggregate. The
solid curve is a �t to Eq. (4).

We �nd that, the experimental velocity distributions for both the endo–endo and
endo–ecto cases have the functional form of the q-distribution of velocities:

F(Vx) =
a

(1 + bV 2x )c
: (4)

We �t the x and y components of the velocity vectors (Vx and Vy) with the above form
(Fig. 4). From the �ts, we obtain q using q= c+1=c. Averaging the results of several
experiments, we get q∼ 1:5± 0:05.
How can we distinguish whether the observed non-Gaussian statistics arise due to

correlated or Levy-type anomalous di�usion? Pure Levy �ight dynamics have a broad
distribution of the elementary displacements X during time t without any correlated
jumps: P(X; t)=1=X a with a¡3. In correlated-type anomalous di�usion, the distribution
P(X; t) can be narrow (a¿3) or Gaussian, with a non-linear growth of the variance.
We measured the exponent a for the probability distribution of cell displacements
and obtained a∼ 4. This value of a is consistent with q∼ 1:5, if we approximate
the Tsallis form of P(X; t) by a power law for large X . The narrow distribution of
elementary displacements and the observed temporal and spatial correlations of the
velocities suggests that the dynamics may be described by a correlated type anomalous
di�usion.
To verify what dynamics gives rise to the observed statistics, we need to �nd a

connection between q and the exponent � of the mean squared displacement. To this
end, we consider an alternate way of obtaining probability distribution functions for
anomalous di�usion—by solving the Fokker–Planck equations. A di�usion equation
with fractional derivatives may be used to describe Levy-type di�usion [19,20]. On
the other hand, a non-linear Fokker–Planck equation [15,16,21] has been proposed for
those systems with correlated anomalous di�usion. The explicit form of the non-linear
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Fokker–Planck equation is given by

df�

dt
=− d

dx
(Kf�) + Q

d2

dx2
(f�) : (5)

Interestingly, the solutions of the nonlinear Fokker–Planck equation are same as the
distributions that optimize the generalized entropy [15,16].
In our case, we are interested in the time evolution of the probability distribution

function, which implies �=1. As has been shown before [15], for correlated anomalous
di�usion, q=1 + � − � and �=2�=(� + �), this gives us �=2�=(2� − q + 1). The
experimentally obtained values are �=1:24 ± 0:1 and q=1:5. For �=1 and q=1:5
we obtain �=1:3 which is close enough to our observed � within experimental error.
On the other hand, as shown by Zanette and Alemany [14], for two-dimensional L�evy
�ights, for q = 1:5; � = q − 1 = 0:5 which is not consistent with our observations.
The above arguments indicate that our experimental system displays correlated type of
anomalous di�usion as described by a non-linear Fokker–Planck equation.

4. Discussion

We have shown that in addition to a regular biased random walk, cell motion in
aggregates shows a novel type of statistics. Cell velocities have non-Gaussian probabil-
ity distributions, analogous to physical examples with spatial or temporal correlations.
Cells move faster in a less adhesive cellular environment, although the type of ob-
served dynamics is the same in both kinds of surroundings. The motion of each cell is
governed by its intrinsic machinery and also depends on the motion of neighbors. The
physics possibly resembles a granular material with very high packing density. Exper-
iments and simulations of two-dimensional vibrated beds of granular media showed
anomalous di�usion with exponent ∼ 1:2 and non-Gaussian velocity distributions [22].
Since cells are in such close contact with each other, they cannot move independently.
The coupling of the probability distribution of packing densities with that of cell ve-
locities can give rise to non-Gaussian statistics [23]. The natural inhomogeneity of the
cell population leads to �uctuations in the packing density and the strength of interac-
tions, possibly giving rise to the di�erent kinds of behavior—random and correlated.
In the present experiments, the strong interactions between cells induce correlations
which modify the dynamics. In fact, using renormalization group arguments, Mendes
and Tsallis have shown that in systems with long range interactions, the q¿1 case
appears as one �xed point of the renormalization group in the (q, temperature)-space,
the other �xed point being q= 1 [24]. In our case, the interactions between cells may
lead to long range correlations which could explain our experimentally obtained value
of q¿1.
We can hypothesize the following scenario for cell motion in aggregates. The motion

of each cell is characterized by (1) regimes where it is trapped in a cage of its nearest
neighbors, all of which are �uctuating, (2) the cell has a �nite probability of a sudden
escape from the cage. This corresponds to the almost linear parts of the observed
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trajectories. The above process could also occur at di�erent length scales e.g. trapping
and escape of a cluster from surrounding clusters. The escape probability would depend
on the adhesion and the membrane �uctuation amplitude; the size of typical clusters
formed may also depend on the cell–cell adhesivities. Spatial correlations between cells
due to such mechanisms may lead to temporal correlations.
More careful work is needed to characterize the di�erence in spatial correlation func-

tions for the two cell types considered. The role of cell membrane protrusions driven by
internal actin dynamics is a key factor in understanding the various motile processes.
We are currently investigating the role of membrane �uctuations as an internal tem-
perature, and its e�ect on di�usion and correlations. Future work will involve analysis
of data at di�erent time scales, experiments with di�erent cell type combinations (ecto
in ecto, ecto in endo) and development of a model to explain the observed phenomena
and understand the appearance of correlations.
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